Medicine Hat, Alberta 2012
Purpose of the Corridor
The Bakken and Three Forks
Traffic Reliever Routes

NDDOT is currently conducting a study on the feasibility of constructing traffic reliever routes at: **Williston, Alexander and Dickinson.**

Also discussing possibility of traffic reliever routes at: **Watford City, New Town.**
Western Highway Energy Corridors

SOUTHERN OIL LOOP
Highway 85 ~Grassy Butte to Bowman~
Interstate 94 ~Belfield to Dickinson~
Highway 22 ~Dickinson to Killdeer~
Highway 200 ~Killdeer to Grassy Butte~
Western Highway Energy Corridors

LONG X BRIDGE REPLACEMENT
CURRENT STRUCTURE REQUIRES ALMOST 100 MILE DETOUR FOR CERTAIN OVER SIZED LOADS.

1.9 million dollars in maintenance including repainting and resurfacing???
Baluarte Bridge
El Palmito, Sinaloa, Mexico
1,280 feet high / 390 meters high • 1,706 foot span / 520 meter span

When it is completed in 2012, the Baluarte River Bridge will not only be the highest bridge in North America but the highest cable stayed bridge in the world surpassing the Millau Viaduct in France. By cutting a safer, more direct route through the mountains, the highway department of Mexico hopes to improve trade and increase tourism.
THANK YOU